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Why Should we Care about Climate Change

Preaching to the Choir…



the Whistler Context

A Bit of Background



Overall Community Performance

Tracking Consumption, Expenditure & Emissions



Community Level Inventories

2000 : 140K (5.25/PE)

2008 : 125K (4.93/PE)  

Understanding Energy & Emissions Performance

2000 : $47 million ($1,900/PE)

2008 : $74 million ($2,900/PE)

Key Insights:

• Emissions from commercial sector buildings are decreasing 

(~2%) – however this is primarily due to fuel switching to 

electricity from propane

•Energy use/ft2 normalized for both temperature and visitation 

is flat – this suggests that efficiency improvements across the 

building inventory = rate of growth for new emissions 

•Transit, fleet & passenger vehicle emissions are down modestly 

– due both to fuel switching (biofuels) 

as well as conservation 



Overall Corporate Performance

Tracking Consumption, Expenditure & Emissions increasing
control



Tools to Catalyze Change

Energy & Emissions Innovation

BC Green(er)

Building Code



Applying Investment Analysis

IRR & NPV

...only if we can 
afford the initial

expenditure

Simple pay 
back

IRR &
NPV

Capital 
Expenditures

Conservation
Investments



High Impact Areas for Conservation & Reductions

What the data suggests



Key Lessons Learned

The Whistler Experience



whistler.ca

whistler2020.ca

whistlercentre.ca

“…our emission inventories are critical tools for understanding our level 

of impact as well as evaluating the effectiveness of our community 

decision-making.  

However, clearly additional efforts need to be undertaken – and more 

overall progress achieved.  At the end of the day, we simply have to do a 

better job in our efforts to achieve real emission reductions – at the 

moment, good is not good enough.”
- Ken Melamed, 

Mayor, Resort Municipality of Whistler



EXTRA Slides

Additional Resources

…in my back pocket



Community-wide Performance

Achieving our GHG Targets?


